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The Ultimate LiPo Drone Battery Care Guide

Lithium Polymer Batteries (LiPo’s) have now been with us for many years and have become
an essential part of this hobby. I bet that everyone reading this will have used a lithium battery
in some way, shape or form. They now power many electrical devices, such as mobile
telephones, laptops, and tablets. Most drone enthusiasts recognize the inherent risk in
charging these types of batteries especially if you don’t have the top charger, which we’ll talk
about a little further down, you’re going to want to charge them inside a protective casing like
this.
There are different kinds of Lithium based batteries, and this is the battery you’ll want if you
need one for a phantom drone. but the most common for Drone use is the Lithium Polymer
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From something as small as a single cell 100mAh battery you’ll find in Nano Proto X
quadcopter, all the way up to 6 cell 22000mAh packs we’re now seeing in larger Drones! If
you fly a DJI Phantom, a single battery constitutes more than 10% of your unit cost at $129
(versus the most expensive Vision+ that runs at $1159 today). So whether you are getting the
most out of those batteries or not makes a lot of difference. Battery failure could cause
malfunctions and even a crash, so a bad battery can actually cost you a lot more than just its
replacement value.
DJI Mavic Tracker – Only 29.99$ No Monthly Fees!

Check out this amazing little tracker for only $29.

Click Here For More Details
A simple and cheap way to help find your drone accessories in the event of a flyaway or a
crash. This isn’t a gps tracker but it’s also only 29$. If you get within 100 feet of your drone it
will send an alarm to your phone. If you want to spend more and get a GPS tracker, check out
the Flytrex 3G, or Trackimo.
But for only 29$ you can’t go wrong, this thing is definitely going to make you feel better about
flying your 1000$ investment out of sight or far away!
Over the years we’ve seen continuous improvements in battery technology and I’m sure
further improvements are on the horizon!

NiCad’s and NiMH’s
For decades we’ve been using nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries, later followed by nickel-metal
hydride (NiMH). These have always served us well and still do. With these batteries,
maintenance has always been key to maximising performance and durability. Neither like to
be left for long periods of time without being cycled or topped up and both suffer from high
internal self-discharge.
NiCd batteries will typically lose approximately 1% of their charge per day; worse still NiMH
batteries can lose as much 5-20% of their charge on the first day and 1-4% per day after that.
Newer LSD (Low-Self-Discharge) NiMH battery technology such as Eneloop from Sanyo and
others reduces this problem, but they still suffer.
Lithium Polymer batteries don’t self-discharge anywhere near as much.
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Typically, you can leave a fully charged LiPo on the shelf for a month and it might only lose
1% of its capacity. It means, in theory, you can leave a fully charged pack on the shelf for a
month or two and just pick it up and go flying.
So, everything you know about NiCd & NiMH batteries must now be put to one side. LiPo
cells demand a different level of respect and different rules apply. I’m sure some of you know
the potential dangers of Lithium cells if used incorrectly, yet if used correctly, you shouldn’t
have a problem and they’ll serve you well.
In this guide, I will talk about how to treat your batteries and make sure you get the most out
of your investment. It can be the difference between getting less than 50, or more than 200
cycles!
So, imagine you’ve just purchased a new setup. Along with your new equipment, you’ve also
purchased a number of shiny new battery packs and discovered they cost a considerable
amount of money, especially modern DJI batteries!

New Drone Battery Care
If you’ve ever purchased a new battery and checked
the voltage, you’ll discover that each cell will be at
approximately 3.8/3.85V per cell. This equates to
approximately 40% of capacity and over the years,
manufacturers have to come to the conclusion that
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this is the best condition for cell storage over long
periods. All new batteries arrive in this condition.
I’m sure most of you will have bought a new mobile
phone only to discover that the battery is partially
charged. You now understand why! When charging
new batteries, it is advisable not to fast charge for at
least the first few cycles.
This means charging no faster than ‘1C’ (I’ll explain charging rates in more detail later). The
same applies to the first few discharge cycles. Some say that this isn’t essential. However, it
certainly won’t do any harm. It’s thought that a ‘Breaking In’ procedure is a good idea.
The idea is to fly gently and only discharge you batteries to 50% for the first few flights. This
is thought to help settle the internal makeup within the battery and help set the pack up for a
prolonged life. After the first few cycles, it’s not unusual to see a slight increase in
performance and usually a sign that the pack is ready for normal use.

Charging Lithium Polymer Batteries
It is extremely important you only use a charger specifically designed for charging Lithium
Polymer cells. All new chargers now come with a balancing feature which is essential for both
safety and battery life reasons.
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The stated operating voltage of a typical Lithium Polymer cell is from 3V to 4.2V when fully
charged. Discharging cells below 3 volts will invariably cause irreversible damage and
charging above 4.2V is dangerous and easier to achieve than you might think! If you have a
selected the ‘LiPo’ function, your charger will be set to peak detect cells reaching 4.2V at
which point the charger will cut off. Set the wrong type of battery; begin charging beyond 4.2V,
the pack will swell and if left, will eventually catch fire! Yes, it’s that dangerous, so please be
vigilant when setting your charger!

Charging Stations
Some modern battery packs such as the one that powers the DJI Phantom 2 quadcopters
come in a form factor that slips safely into the drone itself so you don’t have to connect them
manually. For these kinds of batteries, there are charging stations available because it is
possible to create a compartment or housing that let’s you simply slip batteries into.
You might think that the only benefit of such a charging station is that you can charge
batteries in parallel. Well, there is a lot more to it. I have seen people use parallel charging
boards and spot on, they only cost like ten bucks. Wicked.
But what they will not necessary tell you is that many of these boards (at least the cheap
ones) will charge 3 batteries 3 times longer, so you don’t save any time using them. Ok,
maybe having to plug the next battery in takes some time, but no considerable gain I am sure
you agree.
If you are looking for a “home” for your batteries where they can rest peacefully and safely
while charging, you need solution like this one.
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The Spinido Battery Dock Intelligent Charging Hub, designed for safe and fast charge or
Phantom 2 and 3 batteries. It’s also suitable with the Inspire 1-100w charger and Inspire 1180w Rapid Charger. This allows you to intelligently charge up to 3 batteries at the same
time, while each battery’s charge is shown with an LED indicator. It’s future proofed by an
integrated port for firmware updates when needed and the power is managed to each battery
to ensure safe charging. Furthermore it’s made with high quality materials, that are going to
last and protect your investment.

C Rating
Almost all Lithium Polymer batteries you buy today
will come with a ‘C’ rating. The ‘C’ in C rating stands
for Capacity. The C rating is the maximum, safe,
continuous discharge rate of a pack as specified by
the manufacturer, so when you see 20C printed on
your label, it means it can be discharged at 20 times
the pack’s capacity, ‘continuously’.
Capacity is usually measured in mAh and a popular
cell size is 2200mAh. Therefore, so by way of
example:
2200mAh 20C Cell = 2.2A x 20 = 44A continuous
discharge
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Along with the continuous discharge rate, some batteries display ‘burst’ discharge rate. This is
typically twice the continuous discharge rate. It usually means the battery is capable of
allowing twice the current, but only for a few seconds at a time.

Damage Avoidance
You will damage your batteries if you use them beyond these specifications. The idea is to
stay well away from these limits. In theory, the higher the C rating, the better the battery. In
high current draw applications such as 3D RC helicopters, high C rated batteries are essential.
The trouble with 3D helicopters is that the cells are subjected to high current draws in hard
maneuvers. The current draw spikes are sometimes beyond the limits of the battery. If the
battery is pushed beyond its limits, the battery will get hot, the performance will drop and if
pushed hard enough, possibly inflate and cause irreversible damage.

How Good is your Lithium Polymer Battery?
Please, please, please beware of ‘claimed’ C ratings! Most batteries now come from China
and at present there seems to be no control on what manufacturers can print on their labels
and no requirements to substantiate their claims. I’ve seen countless batteries clearly over
specified which cannot deliver anywhere near their claimed current draw! On the flip side, I’ve
also used and sold 20C packs which clearly outperform other manufacturers claiming 45C! It
can be confusing to determine the genuine specifications as vaunted.
Please do your research, ask around and spend wisely – cheap and good as well as
expensive and poor can still be found in the market today! I’ve tested hundreds of packs and
to this day, I’ve never seen a pack perform beyond 35C. If you see anyone claim beyond 35C,
you should be skeptical!

Balancing Lithium Polymer Batteries
Balancing is very important. If a pack is used and kept within its safe working limits, cells tend
not to drift too far out of balance. Imbalanced cells can occur when the pack has been
discharged too much. Sometimes a pack may just develop a bad cell. Balance charging will
help detect an imbalance between cells and reduce the likelihood of overcharging other cells
within the pack. For this reason, please ONLY balance charge your batteries.

Temperature
When charging your batteries, temperature is important. Never charge a battery that has been
stored below 0ºC as you risk an explosion at these temperatures. Cold storage for LiPo cells
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is actually a good thing, but before charging them again always make sure your packs have
had the chance to fully reach room temperature before commencing!

When charging, check the temperature of the battery by hand. If charging at a 1C charge rate,
the battery shouldn’t get warm. However, I frequently charge 3C and packs do get slightly
warm. Excessive heat means there is something wrong, STOP CHARGING!
After a flight, you may find your batteries are warm to touch. It may be a good idea to give the
packs a chance to cool a little before recharging.

Damaged Cells
Never try charging a pack that has been crash damaged, you run the risk of fire! Cells that are
obviously swollen or have physical damage should never be used and careful disposal is
required, especially if the cells are swollen.
If you have a pack sitting on the shelf, fully charged, never try topping it up!

NEVER LEAVE A CHARGER UNATTENDED!
The most important point above all, knowing how potentially dangerous a LiPo battery can be
if something goes wrong, NEVER leave your batteries on charge unattended! No matter how
safe you THINK your charger is, things can and really do go wrong from time to time.
You are at the mercy of technology and some of the
worlds most experienced users have had serious
accidents with LiPo batteries, including the RC
helicopter legend, Curtis Youngblood who seriously
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burnt his hand through a faulty charging process. So
please be careful! Also never charge LiPo batteries
inside your house if you can really help it. There are
countless videos and images spread all over the
internet from LiPo fires, please have a look and
beware some of the images are shocking!

Charging Rates
The general consensus has always been to charge
your LiPos at a rate of 1C, e.g, a 2200mAh battery
would be charged at no more than 2.2A. Charging
above 1C was once considered bad for battery
health. There are still some diehards out there who
are adamant that this is still the case. Over the last
two years, I’ve been surrounded by packs being
charged at 3C and seen absolutely no difference in
lifespan! I’ve even carried out tests with packs
charged at 1C and 3C, the resulting lifespan was the
same.
I prefer 20 to 30 minute charge times myself and feel that almost all modern LiPo packs are
more than capable of being charged at 3C without causing any damage. Some manufacturers
now quote 5C or even 8C, but through my own tests, packs do sometimes tend to come off
the charger a little too warm for my liking and essentially, it’s excessive heat which causes a
battery to eventually fail.

Discharge Rates & Level of Discharge
Earlier I explained what a C rating is. We already know that discharging at a rate beyond the
specified C rating will damage a battery. Equally damaging is deep discharging a battery. Most
damage to lithium polymer batteries is caused by the user running batteries flat and
regardless of the quality of the cells, if you run your battery flat, you will cause irreparable
damage and wear your battery out very quickly!
Leaving an acceptable level of charge in the battery is by far the most significant factor in
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prolonging battery life and the most common reason for early battery failure is to ignore this
advice! Discharging lithium polymer batteries beyond 80% of their capacity can significantly
reduce the lifespan of any LiPo battery. Tests have proven that batteries that are only
discharged to 50% can be cycled at least 3 times the lifespan of batteries that are regularly
flattened.
A battery that is flattened every time it’s used, may only last 40-50 cycles, so aim for no more
than 80% or certainly a resting voltage of 3.6V or more per cell and you’ll get a lot more from
your cells. Sticking to this rule I’ve seen more than 150 cycles from many of my own packs.
Yet still, the mythology that abounds leads so many fliers to concentrate on charging rates
which have never been the issue, rather than excessive discharge levels. I’ve seen people
religiously charge at less than 1C and then go fly a battery completely flat, which is a double
blunder! So please make sure you time your flights to leave more than 20% left in your packs
and enjoy more cycles!

Working Temperatures
Lithium polymer batteries operate best when they are warm. They are capable of operating
right up to 60ºC, and conversely, don’t work very well in cold temperatures. A warm battery is
a happy battery but go beyond 60ºC and damage starts, with evidence in the form of puffing
or inflation like a balloon if taken to extremes. Cold weather is definite problem.
If you ever indulge in winter flying, note how your batteries just don’t perform the way they do
in summer weather! On a freezing cold day, the voltage drop off can be enough for ESCs
(Electronic Speed Controller) to hit voltage cut off under load.
Lithium polymer batteries like a bit heat in them before they start performing. When
researching, I came across varying ideas regarding optimum working temperatures, but it is
safe to suggest that somewhere between 30-40C is optimum. So if you’re out flying on a cold
winter’s day, make sure your packs are warm before you start flying.

Storage
I’m going to draw from my personal real world experiences here. Manufacturers state that
when storing lithium polymer batteries for any length of time, we should store them ideally at a
temperature of between 5ºC & 27ºC. The lower the temperature the better.
The optimum voltage for long-term storage, as already mentioned is 3.8-3.85V per cell. Best
practice after a days flying, is to charge them back to storage voltage using the storage
function on your charger. However, if you do happen to return home with a fully charged pack
and intend to go flying the following week, I personally leave my packs charged ready for the
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following weekend.
My argument here is returning a fully charged pack back to storage is effectively using one of
your precious cycles and is likely to do more harm than just keeping it fully charged for your
flying session the following week! Heat is more of an issue here. If you do have a fully
charged pack, keep it at room temperature or below. Over the years, real world testing has
shown that packs which are left fully charged for long periods of time and are subjected to
heat, deteriorate and loose capacity.
So always aim to use all of your charged packs when out flying and charge them back to
storage afterwards. Always store them in a cool, dry place. Purchasing of LiPo safe bag or
ammo box to store packs in is certainly good idea, too.
A good example for a small and inexpensive LiPo bag:

Click Here For More Details

New Military Surplus airtight and watertight storage, also great for lithium polymer batteries:

Click Here For More Details
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‘Puffing’ – Why does this occur?
There are many reasons why this takes place, with a combination of events and actions
invoking cell swelling. From poor manufacturing standards using poor materials to incorrect
usage, or just wear and tear with age, but the overall result is the same, the battery is tired
and past its best if swelling has started to show!

Puffed LiPo Battery Source: Jeff Jasky, Flickr

A few years back there were noted problems with some of the cheaper cells from China. It
was discovered that the primary reason for premature cell failure was water contamination in
the manufacturing plants. Many factories are in humid climates and high humidity causes
water to be trapped inside the cells, which causes Lithium oxidation.
The oxygen can then be freed by electrolysis and with nowhere for the oxygen to escape, the
battery then begins to puff. Poor separator construction used in cheap cells is also a factor
with bad separator formulation being a contributing factor. Manufacturing processes have
come a long way since and poor materials and poor manufacturing are much less of an issue
today!
Puffing can also occur if cells are overcharged or charged too quickly. When this happens,
you end up with excess free lithium on the anode (metallic lithium plating), and free oxygen on
the cathode. A free oxygen atom is small enough to freely move over the separator without
carrying an electric charge, resulting in lithium oxide or lithium rust. You then have the
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problem where lithium oxide uses fewer oxygen atoms than existed in its ionized state and the
result is more free oxygen. To emphasise this point, if you were to overcharge a LiPo battery
underwater, it would still catch fire as it produces its own oxygen supply!

Discharging
Over discharge lithium polymer batteries or discharge them
too quickly, and the reverse to the above takes place. You
end up with lithium oxide on the cathode, albeit at a lower
rate because there’s simply less there. Basically, an
abused battery quickly develops corrosion on both poles of
the battery, inside the case.
The more you abuse the battery, the worse the corrosion
gets. With corrosion taking place, the resistance goes up
and the battery then has to work even harder which causes
more damage, so it’s a vicious circle! Regardless of quality,
over-discharging lithium polymer batteries is the most
common cause of puffing, so hopefully this emphasises the problem and reminds you just how
damaging it is to flatten your batteries!

Heat
As already stated, heat is a big factor. If a battery is pushed beyond 60ºC during discharge or
charging, problems occur due to metallic lithium generation, which damages the cell and
again, causes puffing.

Voltage
The maximum voltage for a cell is 4.235V per cell, but this only possible when cell
temperature is at around 60ºC. The maximum voltage at room temperature is around 4.2V per
cell. Below 10ºC that figure can drop to just 4.0V. Going beyond these figures, the overabundance of electrons will again break chemical bonds and free lithium to bond with oxygen
creating lithium oxide and again, more puffing!
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Chemically, at some point in a LiPo’s life, it will puff regardless, so we can only prolong the
effects of puffing by treating our batteries with a level of respect they deserve. If you have a
pack that has started to puff and you continue to use it in the same application, it will only get
worse and should this occur the cells should be discarded fairly quickly! A little puffing is a
sure sign that the pack is dying and must be used with caution.
Once a battery has cooled down, the puffiness can reduce and most will generally keep using
the battery, so if that’s you then keep on eye on it. Ideally, you should stop using a battery
once it remains in a puffed state as you run the risk of fire, should the cell rupture, so be
warned!
Need a set of tools to work on a drone, working with all of those tiny screws can be a pain in
the butt, check out the LB1 high performance tool kit.

When to Retire Lithium Polymer Batteries?
There are so many variables that determine the lifespan of your batteries and if a pack is
abused, it will only last a handful of charges, yet if treated properly, you’ll see 200+ cycles
from your packs. This of course depends on your application. As a general rule, when your
battery no longer holds more than 80% of its original capacity, it’s time to retire your pack and
certainly if there is excessive puffing.

Disposal
Unlike NiCd or NiMH batteries, Lithium Polymer batteries are environmentally friendly. For
safety reasons, it’s best that lithium polymer batteries be fully discharged before their disposal
and this should of course take place outdoors in the open for obvious reasons. A slow
discharge to completely flat with a bulb or series of bulbs is now what I do. Once all cells are
showing zero voltage, it is pretty safe to assume the pack is now inert.
Unlike other batteries, inert LiPos can be simply thrown in your normal trash. If a battery is
physically damaged then, discharging fully could be dangerous and greater care is required
when disposing! Search the Internet and you’ll soon find various recommended solutions for
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disposal. YouTube is a great source of how NOT to do it and if you’ve not seen a fire, then
please have a look, it’ll certainly make you think!
That’s about it for this instalment. Hopefully this feature will help you appreciate and get the
very best from your batteries. This subject is an ever-evolving subject. I’m always open to
feedback and would love to hear from other people and their real world experiences. For me
its all about spreading the word with accuracy and integrity. Without our batteries we couldn’t
do what we do!
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Shop Related Products

DJI Phantom 3 Standard
Quadcopter Drone with 2.7K
HD Video Camera
$485.00 $999.99

(575)

DJI Phantom 3 Advanced

DJI Phantom 3 Professional
Quadcopter 4K UHD Video
Camera …
$807.98 $1359.00

(758)

Cheerwing 3.7V 650mAh Lipo

DJI PHANTOM 3 ADVANCED
(full HD camera standard
feature) P3A [International
Version, No Warranty]
$1203.98

DJI Phantom 2 Quadcopter
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